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GIINESE-EAST {lfRlrA\1 TMli 
BEf{)lf lliE 16D-I CEIDUfN 

by 

JOSHUA W. POTTER 

The existence of direct trade between China and Africa before 
the 19th century has been neither categorically asserted nor dis
missed by scholars. Rather, they cling to the most easily available 
information and state that trading in the T'ang (618-905) and Sung 
(993-1278) dynasties existed only with the Arabs. The usually · . 
thorough . Chinese court records are vague on this ~ubject. 
No accurate lOth or 11th century Chinese maps have yet been dis
covered portraying East Africa, or the Arabian peninsula. There 
exist few written accounts of Africa; the earliest is in the T'ang 
Shu (ch. 221, p. 19).a Other small pieces of information were cat
alogued by both Chinese and Arab writers. There are records of 
an-imals unique to Africa being presented as gifts to the emperor. 
Commodities such as ivory, gold, rhinoceros horn , and ambergris 
filled the Chinese royal store houses in the 12th century. There 
are a few unexplained accounts of foreign animals during the Han 
dynasty (206 BC- 23 AD). On the East African coast, the supportive 
evidence of direct trade is scarcer. Of the peoples in the west , 
only -the Arabs kept written records.l Those few western scholars 
who have tried to deal with this subject have, in the main. concen
trated on only one source and added a great deal of interpretation. 
It will be sufficient if it can be demonstrated that there cou~d 
have been direct contact with Africa. For now, one can safely assert 
that the intercourse was very limited. The object of this inquiry 
is merely to reopen deaf ears to a debate whic~ has not been resolved 
by available evidence, but rather by the reiteration of contention. 

The Earliest Accounts 

On autWI1Yia~ beach the tapestr>ied ostrich, ra:re in 
heaven as ea:rth 

The mountain bird is shy before the Zimpid -water, 
he ~es not look at his feathery aoat.2 

There existed in Peking a Han Dynasty tomb brick ti1e, the sur
face of which is embossed with an unmistakable 1mage of an ostrich 
drawing a chariot.3 0. H. Bedford in "The Ostrich in China", quotes 
from the Kuang chiha that the ostrichb was called ta chueac and stood 
eight or nine ch'ih' (8+) feet tall. Its diet was grain. The Han 
shu says that the ostrich existed in the kingdom of Fan-toue and was 
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presented to the court by the king of An'hsi (Parthia). The king 
of Parthia is supposed to have sent ostrich eggs to Emperor Wu Tif 
of China (140-87 B.C.). The ostrich is recorded to have made its 
first appearance in the Han court 1n the 2nd century A.D. Bedford 
therefore, assigns 220 A.D. to the tomb brick tile with the ostrich 
motif (see Illustration I, p. 130). 

It would not be entirely ihcorrect to argue that the ostrich 
is a native of China. There have been discoveries of fossil ostrich 
bones in China; however, by the Pleistoscene, the ostrich had be
come extinct in China. It was extant in Persia, Iran, parts of 
Saudi Arabia, and Africa. Those species of non-African ostrich 
rarely are taller than five feet, usually smaller. Only the African 
ostrich (struthiones) is seven feet tall. Two species of East 
African ostrich, somali cameZus molybdones and struthio oamelus 
11128Baicue both fit the description of the Han tomb tile. They range 
from the Kilimanjaro area, north to Somali. They eat grain and 
small animals.4 The explanation that ostriches and their eggs 
were tribute from the king of Part hi a to China, is not a 1 together 
satisfactory. One would have to trans-ship the birds from Africa 
into China either through the desert Kang-su corridor or over the 
mountainous border of northern India. In either journey the birds 
would have been carried a minimum of 8,000 miles which would take 
at least a year, if the birds could withstand such an arduous trip. 
It is equally improbable that fertile eggs could be hatched in China 
due to climate and temperature differences encountered in the trip. 
The appearance of the living African specimens in China invites 
speculation about a sea journey whose route can be confined by the 
spread of crop pests and pathogen and vectors. 

Nautics from the 1st to 13th Century 

There had been a steady development of Chinese nautical tech
nology since the Han Dynasty. The size and boldness of water journeys 
increased. The Chinese exclusively were using steering oars and 
sweeps to control the boat right up to Sung time. According to 
Joseph Needham, Noettes* claims that because of the weakness of 
the steering oar, a cardinal limiting factor to nautical development 
existed before the 13th century. The capacity of the ships was 
limited to about 50 tons. Lack of maneuverability and slowness 
marked these boats. Further, Noettes says they handled very poorly 
in rough seas and thus were restricted to coastering. There is 
another school of thought which claims tgat the stern post rudder 
has no advantages over the steering-oar. On the very point of a 
ship's ability to traverse the Indian Ocean to East Africa, there 
is so much dissension among scholars that one cannot rule out its 
existence. E.H.l. Schwarz contends that expeditions to the shores 
of Africa were organized into capital and tender ships. The longer 

* A French nautical historian of great repute. 
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ships contained 1,000 men and the smaller, 600 men . He bases his 
argument on Iban Batuta. His argument is not documented, but 
nonetheless is worth repeating: 

Xhe fleet would contain 250 big ships and 750 smatter 
ones, wit;h a totat complement of a quarter of a mil
Lion souls. AHo'bYing one pound of Pice per head per 
day, this meant a daiZy consumption of Z25 tons or 
90,000 tons in two years; distributed over 750 s~aZZeP 
ships. The Laat figu:re gives them a aarrying aa
paaity of Z20 tone on the average which eeems on the 
right or>der of magnitude. We have to reckon that 
many ships ~ere Zost on the way, but this wouZd be 
offset by purchases in India. We are driven to find 
somewhere where the Chinese could raise 90,000 tons 
of rioe in Africa for the return journey.6 

He goes on to state that in Rhodesia there exists such an area. 
the theory is commendable, but if this be the case, the con
nection has yet to be established. 

Oceanic voyages do not presuppose the voyagers had at their 
disposal all the sophisticated tools of navigation. Often mari
ners followed the coast, or negotiated open areas by taking a fix 
on the stars. The invention of the compass made possible the 
transnavigation across vast stretches of open water. Direction 
could be maintai ned throughout all inclemencies. The Chinese 
made use of the compass from very early times. Taoist geomancers 
discovered that the qualities of lodestone could be transferred 
by rubbing the stone onto a needle of iron. The discovery that 
when suspended, the needle would point south occurred sometime be
tween the 1st and the 6th century.? The first description of a 
floating compass suitable for marine use dates from 1044. Thin 
metal cut into the shape of a fish was floated upon the water. 
Needham suspects that the floating compass was first used on a ship 
sometime in the 9th century. It could have been used earlier, but 
there is no supportive evidence. There does exist a possibility 
of marine trade as early as the Eastern Han, but the chances are 
extremely slim. The mariner's compass most likely accompanied the 
trans-Indian Ocean voyages --whose extent will be discussed later 
at length. 

The method of propulsion is crucial to any trans-oceanic voyage. 
Without an efficient method of moving a boat over a great distance 
there can be no trade; thus the development of the sail is crucial. 
According to Needham, there is no date on the development of the 
lug sail in China. Inferentially we know that it was quite early. 
By Han times we know that the sail itself was made of bamboo mat, 
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and by the Later Han (A.D. 25-220), cloth was also used as sail 
material . By the third century in Canton or Annan, ships with 
four obliquely set masts were employed. The advantage of raking 
was that no one sail would completely becalm the other . By 1124, 
Chinese sail technology was quite advanced: 

When the ship makes ~and and enter>s a harbouzo she 
usua~~y does so on the jZood tide. And then a~~ the 
sai~ors row~ singing to keep the time . Those using 
poles aZBo jump and Bhcut and e;r;ert themselves to 
the utmost, but the ship cannot move neaFly so fast 
as when sailing with a good wind. The main mast is 
~00 feet high~ and the foremast is 80 feet high. 
When the wind b~ows most favorab~y they hoist the 
aZoth eaUe (for l'W!ning fast) made of fifty strips. 
But tJhen the wind blows from the sides, they use the 
advantageous mat saiZs, set to the ~eft or right ac
cording to the direction of the wind. At the top of 
the main mast they add a smaZZ saiZ, rrad£ of ten 
stripe of cloth. Phis is caUed the wiZd fox sail 
and is used in light airs. tJhen ther>e is almost no 
wind. Of aU, eight quarters whence the "Wind might 
bZow, thePe is onZy one, the dead ahead quarter, 
which cannot be used to make the ahip sail. The 
sai~or>s attach some biPds 1 feathe.r>s to the top of an 
upright po~e as a weather cock; this is caZZed the 
five ounces. To get a favoPabZe wind is not easy, 
so that the great aZoth sails are as useful as the 
mat sails, which, when ekiZZfu~Zy employed~ wiZZ 
car>ry men whe:r>esoeve:r> they may wish to go. ts 

No discussion of nautics would be complete without taking into 
consideration the winds and currents of the Indian Ocean. It would 
be highly unlikely that there could have existed any early sail 
commerce had either the currents or the winds been unfavorable. 
During the winter months there blows a hard monsoon wind out of 
the north of China. This wind blankets the whole Asiatic land 
mass, skirting the eastern shores of Africa . The winds blow in 
a generally south-west direction. Thus a lug-sailed junk could 
run before the wind to the southern tip of Malaysia, then beat 
before the wind the short distance required to clear the southern 
archiapelago. Needham points out that a Chinese junk equipped 
with lanteen, lug, sprit, or gaff could sail as high to the wind 
as a near reach.9 It could thence run before the wind (broad reach) 
all the way to Somalia, thence down the coast to Madagascar . A 
ship which arrived in Africa in good condition could return to 
China on the summer monsoons which blow in a north-easterly di
rection. The technology of sail craft could thus accommodate such 
a voyage. 
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The oceanic currents also pl ay an important role in the ac
commodation of long distance voyages . The Indian Ocean has several 
current systems which cross it, and lap the East African shores. 
The north equatorial current starts off Burma and flows westward, 
skirting Ceylon and southern India; then, on reaching Africa , it 
bends southward at Somalia. The eastward cou"ter-current begins 
just below the equator in the general vicinity of Kenya (home of 
s'truthio cameZ.us massacicus) and terminates around Sumatra . Thus 
the natural conditions would make it possible for mariners to cross 
the Indian Ocean in both directions . The voyage would not be 
hampered by opposing currents of winds which the boats could not 
handle. 

Because there existed the technology to make such voyages, 
their occurance can only be inferred rather than confirmed. The 
evidence, if anything, shows that such voyages could have taken 
place. 

Accounts of African Countries 

The writings of the T'ang Dynasty represent the first detailed 
accounts of African plants and animals . These accounts are most 
often found in works of a more general nature. Edward Shafer 
translated Hui-lin'sa 8th- 9th centurv account of what he claims 
to be Black {Zangi) South Seas people." 

They are aZso caZ.Zed KurW'IIJ· They are barbarous men 
of the ieZands, (Jl'eat and small of 'the southern seas. 
They are very bZack and expose their naked figuras. 
They can tame and cow ferocious beasts, rhinoceros, 
etephants and aLike. There are many races and var
ieties of them; thW! there are the Zangi., the Tumi (?) 
the Kurdang (?), and the Knmer. AU are simple and 
humbZe people ... The Zanguages they speak are not 
from the severaZ bulwark nations. They exceZ when 
they go in the water, for they can rerrain there the 
~hole day and not die.lO 

Schafer feels that Hui-lin must be talking of the Malaysian area, 
that "Zangi" applies to all black people, as well as their political 
unit. A fundamental question then arises, which came first, the 
name as a country. or the name as a people? If the name were first 
used as a descriptive term for black people, then all the dark 
people of Malaysia would be called Zangi. The word "Zangi", a 
sound duplicated in Chinese , seems to specifically refer to the 
non-Arab inhabitants of Zanzibar in East Africa. It is more 
reasonable to assume that the name came from Africa, and was later 
used to describe the inhabitants as well as the geographical area . 
Thus the name Zangi presupposes that there was direct contact in 
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some form with East Africa. In 863 A.D. Tuan Ch'eng-shih wrote 
of the lands west of India in his book, Yu-yang tsa tsu: 

The coW'Itry of Po-po- zab is in the southt.leiJ tern seas. 
The people there do not eat any of the five graiM 
but eat only meat. They often stiak a needle i nto 
the veins of catt~e and draw the blood which they 
drink raw, mixed with mil.k. They wear no c Lothes 
e~oept that t hey cover the parts bel~ t heir Zoins 
with sheepskins . Their women are ctean. The 
inhabitants t hemselves kidnap them, and t hey selt 
them to foPeign mePChants, they fetch sevePal. times 
their price. The country produce.s <mZy ivory and 
ambe1'(17'is . If Pel'sian mePchants wish to go to this 
count:roy they must form parties of sevezoa2 thousand 
men, and make gifts of several. strips of cloth, and 
everyone of them, inal.uding the men and tender youths 
have to draw blood and swear an oath before they dis
pose of their goods . Prom olden times they were not 
the subject of any foreign countpY . In fighting t hey 
use elephants ' tusks and the ribs and horns of wil.d 
ox as Lances, and they ~ear cuirasses and use bows 
and ar:rows. 1'hey have 20, 000 foo-t soldier s . Th" 
Arabs make f requent zoaids upon them. 11 

There can be no mistake that Africa, not Malaysia or Arabia, 
i s bei ng di scussed. The description of a group of people who eat 
blood-and-milk combination applies only to a few nomadic pastoral 
people of East Africa. The mention of ambergris and elephants again 
reduces the possible peoples referred to. This passage can only 
be t alking of t he Di go , t he Nyika, the Gi riama, the Boni, or the 
Bajum al ong the Somal i coast, who live in the range of both ele
phants and ambergris or the Hasai of Kenya . 

The taking of black slaves during the T'ang Dynasty is a 
seldom broached subject. Slaves were kept by a relatively small 
group of court Chinese and were called "Zangi" -- referring to 
t he island of Zanzibar as well as t o the east coast of Afri ca. 
It is possible that t he T'ang coins found on Zanzibar and the 
somali coast were brought there by Chinese merchants for the 
exchange of men. Again, there is an unfortunate absence of 
records, but in this case there is circumstantial evidence on 
both sides of the Indian Ocean. 

Duyvendak translated a section from the Bsin T'ang Shua which 
was compiled by Ou-yang-Shub and completed ca. 1060. The passage 
shows further mention of Ma-Lin. a country whose precise geographical 
position is not certain: 
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Southwest of Fu Un (the Roman Empire)~ after one 
traverses the desert for two thousand mites is a 
country called Ma-lin. It is the old Po-sa. Its 
people al'e bZaak and their nature is fierae. '!'he 
Za:nd is pesti Zentious and has no herbs, no trees, 
no aerials. They feed on horoses and dried fish; 
the people eat hu mangC; t he hu mang is the Persian 
date. In the sevtmth moon they !'est completely. 
They then do not send out or receive any merchan
dise in trade and they sit droinking aZZ night 
Zong.l2 

By 1147 the Chinese government restricted export trade to limit 
the amount of copper coin leaving the country . A flood of copper 
coins had spread especially to Japan and Southeast Asia.l3 Chinese 
ships going abroad to trade, or foreign ships going home out of the 
ports of Kuang-tung and Fu-chien were inspected for contraband cash. 
For taking out two strings of cash, the punishment was one year's 
banishment; for more than three strings, execution; informers were 
rewarded. This law could not have been too effective considering 
the amounts of copper cash found on the beaches of East Africa. 
The copper coin can be explained in one or two ways: either it was 
directly traded into Africa, or it was traded to the Arabs who in 
turn traded it down the coast. It would have been much simpler 
for the Arabs to have made copper medallions locally rather than 
have imported them from China to trade among the peoples of East 
Africa. To the Africans of a non-cash economy, the strings of Chinese 
coin would have had an aesthetic rather than primary exchange value. 
The Arabs would not have traded their coin per se as they traded in 
Chinese porcelain. The Chinese had a monopoly on the technology 
required to produce ceramics of exquisite quality. 

After the 13th century there is more information available on 
the African trade. The Chinese reached East Africa and wrote elabor
ately about certain areas in Africa. It would have been of great 
value had it included a bibliography of Chinese sources. 

The 13th Century: Chau Ju-kua 

The Chu Fan Chia by Chau Ju-kuab is the most substantial work 
on Arab and African trade in the 12th and 13th centuries. Fredrich 
Hirth and W. Rockhill produced the first English translation of 
the Chu Pan Chi. Most scholars use this work to determine the ear
liest year and extent of western trade. There are other resources 
such as maps, court records, and paintings, which also help to es
tablish the possibility of African trade in the 12th and 13th cen
turies. 
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The Chu Fan Chi deals specifically with three countri es on the 
coast of East Africa : Chung-liC (Somal i). Pi-pal o (Berber coast). 
and T' song-pa (another representation of Zanzibar) . It also deals 
with the commodities of ambergris, ivory and rhinoceros horn: 

The inhabitants of Chung- U are bare headed and bare 
footed, they wrap themselves in cotton stuffs, but 
they daroe not wear jackets, for wearing jackets arui 
turbans is a privilege reserved to the ministers and 
King 's courtiers. The king tives in a birch house 
covered with glazed tile, but the people live in huts 
made of pa~m leaves, and covered with grass- thatched 
roofs. Their daily fare consists of baked flour 
cakes and camel's miZk, there are great nwnbers of 
cattle, sheep and camels are plentiful, and their 
big food (for (JT'eat occasions J. The country pro
duces frankincense . Many people (are addicted) to 
their magic tricks: they can change t heir bodies 
into birds, beasts, or aquatic animals, and 
by,these means keep the ignorant people in some foreign 
sh1-p. If they have a quarrel, the sorcerers prmwunce 
a spell over the ship so that it can neither move 
backward nor foPWard, they only release t he ship 
when the dispute has been s teeled. The government 
has strictly forbidden this. 

Every year countless numbers of birds of passage 
aUght in the deser t parts of this country . When 
the sun arises, they suddenly disappear without a 
trace. The i nhabitants catch them with nets and 
eat them; their taste is delicious . They appear 
tolllard the end of spring. and lllhen the summer comes 
they disappear until the foUowing year when they 
appear again . 

The country has mountains whi ch are continuous 
with Pi-pa-Zo. In circumference i.t i s about 4, 000 
J:i; for the most part it is not popuZ.ated. The 
mountains produce dragon ' s blood and t he ~aters of 
the sea produce ambergris and tor toise sheU. It 
is not known where the ambergris comes from; suddenLy 
it appears in lumps, sometines J-5, sometimes ZO 
catties in weight, driven on shore by ll!ind. The 
people of the country make haste t:o divide it Ul)'i. 
or ships which run across it at sea pick i t up. ~ 

This description suggests that Chung-1 1 is on the African 
continent, most probably adjacent to the Ri f t in what is modern 
Somalia. There is also mentioned in t he 13th century Chu Fan Chi 
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an area called K'un-lun Ts'eng-chia which is probably in the area 
around Sofala, across from ~1adagascar: 

K'un-~un Ts'eng-chi is in the southwestern sea. It 
is adjacent to a ZCCPge isLand in the sea. There are 
rogular>Zy great ~birds. filhon t"My f1.y they 
obscure the sun for (Jh)hile. There are wi~d came~s 
and if the ~ bird meets them, they swallow them 
up. If one finds a feather> of a ~ bi:rd, by 
cutting the quiZZ, one can rrake a water jar of ·i-t . 
The p:r>oducts of -the countPy ar>B rhinoce:r>os' horns. 
In the West, there is an island on which thet>e are 
many savages . Their bodies are b ~ack lacquer and 
they have frizzZed hair. They are enticed by food 
and then captured and sold as s~aves to Arabic 
countries, where they fetch a very high p~ce.l5 

The P'eng bird is most likely the rukh or the dodo of Madagascar. 

According to Duyvendak and Hirth, much of the Chu Fan Chi 
was taken from still an earlier work: Ling Wai Tai Da.b Duyvendak 
feels that this paragraph comes from the hand of Chao Ju FeiC (1178), 
rather than Chao Ju-kau in 1226: 

The country of Pi pa-Za (BerbBr coast) has four Chou 
(departmental cities) and for the rest (of the people) 
are settled in villages which each try to gain su
premacy over the others by viol-ence. They serve 
heaven and do not serve Buddha. The cou:n-try pro-
duces many cam12Zs and shBBp and they havg camel's 
meat and milk as well as baked cakes as their reguZar 
food. The country produced dragons ' saU va (ambergris), 
big eLephants' tusks, big :r>hinoceros' horns . Some 
eZephant;s' horne weigh more than ZOO oatty, some 
rhinoceros' ho1'7! more than lO catty. The:re is also 
much putchuk, liquid storax gum, myrrh, and to~toise 
shell which is extt>emely thick, and which othe:r 
count:r>ies come to but. Among the products there is 
the so-called tsu-la , st;:r>iped 'Like a cam€1. and in 
size like an o:x:. It is yeHow in co~o~. Its front 
Zegs are 5 feet high and its hind legs are onZy 3 
feet. Its head is high up and turned upwards. Its 
skin is an inch thick. There is also a mule with 
red, black and white stripes wound as girdZes around 
the body. Both are animals of the mountain wilds. 
There are occasional variations of the camel. The 
inhabitants are fond of hunting, and from ttme to 
time they catch them with poisoned arrows .1 
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The giraffe exists solely in Africa. This animal cannot be 
mistaken for any other beast. 

The earliest references to the African continent are limited 
in scope as well as in volume . The work of Chao Ju-kua also con
tains information on products which are not necessarily unique 
to Africa, but are found there: 

Ivory (elephant teeth) come out of the Da-shih countries 
as ue z:l as Chung- Za, and Chan-cheng. That which 
comes from lJa-shih is the best. The ivory which 
comes from Chung-Za and Chan-cheng is inferior. Of 
the Da-shih countries, elephants are most plentiful 
in Mo-Zo-mo. Elephants live deep in the mountains, 
and sometimes come out and trample dor,m things. No 
man dares to chase him. 17 With divine strength, they 
grab and use poisoned arrows (to kilt the elephants). 
After the etephant goes some !:i:.J 'the poiao11 kiHs 
him. The tusks a:r>e removed and stored in the ea:r>th. 
Upon taking ten or more, they are put on a boat and 
taken to Ka-shis, thence San-fo-tse and Re-Zo-ting 
for barter. The large ones weigh from 50 to ZOO 
catties. Those ~hich are straight and whose color 
is pz.a>o, a:r>o from Da- chih. To eng- la and Chan- chen 1 s 
ivory is sZightly reddish and is lighter and does 
not exceed z to 20 or 30 catties. From the tips 
of the t usks are made good perfune holders. It is 
said that the elephants ape trapped by decoys, I 
fear that it is a tame one. (My translation) 

This paragraph from the section on trade and commodities does di
rectly show that the items were taken from the shores of north 
East Africa. If one accepts the countries of Da-shih as all the 
lands with which the Arabs traded, then this passage does deal 
with the same area. By its nature one is led to believe that 
either it was wri~en completely from hearsay, or that it rep
resents a first-hand description of the usual pattern of trade. 
The place called Ma Lo Moa on the Arabian peninsula probably 
applies to a trading factory or place of re-shipment . 

Another passage of interest in this work is that on rhinoceros 
hornb: 

The rhinoceros is like the domestic cow, but has only 
one ho:m. Ita skin is black and its hair is scanty, 
and tough 'like a chestnut husk. Ita nature is fierce. 
It :runs ve!'y fast. It eats bamboo, wood, etc. Be
cause his horn can pierce a man, none dare approach. 
Bunters use a sturdy arrow shot from afar. Then they 
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remove hie horn, this ie caZZ.ed ''l.iving ncr>n11
• 

If it is taken from a dead rhinoceros it is ca"lled 
"upside dQum moW!tain" horn -- it is veined like 
bubMes. The white ones a:roe most plentiful, the 
black ones are jwer and tal<.en 1Jo be superior. 
(MY translation) 

This passage indirectly identifies the two types of rhinoceros: 
the one which feeds on bamboo most likely comes from Sumatra or 
J~va~ while the .b~rk-ea~~~ . c~es fr~ ~frica ~he~e ~h~re gr~w~ 
little bamboo. This suggestion does not try to exclude the pos
sibility that the African rhinoceros was completely ignored; 
rather it suggests that the Chinese by direct observation en
countered the rhinoceros in two separate locations. 

Another important commodity which came from the west was 
ambergris, which was used as a base for incense and perfumes. It 
has the property of retaining the smell of something without 
changing it. Ambergris accompanies whale-vomit: 

In the western sea of Da-shih there we ck>agons 
in great numbers. Now, when a dragon is lying on 
a rock asLeep, his spittle floats on the water, it 
collects and turno hard, and fishermen gather it as 
a most va1.uable substance. Fresh amber>gris is 
white in color, when sZightZy stale it turns red, 
and black when it is quite old. It is neither 
fragrant nor bad smelling. It is like pumice 
stone but lighter. The statement that a special 
perfume ~s derived from ambergris, and the other 
statement that ambergris can bring out aU other 
scents, are both el'l'Oneous . 

Ambergris does not affect the properties of perfume 
in any way, either> by impPOving or spoiling them; 
it merely has the power of keeping the fumes to
gether. When a quantity of pure ambergris is 
mixed with incense, and is being burned, the smoke 
will not dissipate, and those present could not 
aut the column of smoke with a pair of scissors. 
This is occasioned by the virtue left in ambergris 
by which the dragon exhales cZoud born buildings.lB 

The ambergris definitely was and still is collected from the 
Somali coast. The question is, who picked it up? One can be 
sure that the majority of it was passed through Arab hands; this 
does not preclude it from also being traded directly to the Chinese 
by Africans. 
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Tortoise shell was also a highly valued African commodity by 
the Chinese. 

The tai-mei reserrbLea the klti-yuan. Its back is 
aover>ed t.ri.th thirteen plates regularoly .mar>ked t.ri.th 
bZaak and !JJhite spots and Zi.nee~ their .edges are 
jagged Zike a sazu. It is !JJithout feet~ in Zieu 
of which it has foUl' fins~ the front fins being 
Longer than. the hind fim ~ and serving as paddLes 
when moving about in the water. The fins as welt 
as the head are ma!'ked, Zike the pZates . The 
plates of oZd animals are thiak and sho!JJ the bZaak 
and white parts of the pattern marked quite aZearLy~ 
whereas young specimens have thinner p "late a with 
an indistinat pattern. There is no foundation to 
the story that these patterns are being produced by 
these animals being Zashed to fury so as to stir 
up their b"lood. They are aau.ght on moonUt 
nights during the autumn . Their flesh is edib"le. . 
They come from P'o-ni, San-su, P'u-Zi'Zu and Sho-po.l9 

Wheatley adds that the shell was obtai ned f~om India, but the best 
quality came from Berber and Somali coasts. 0 The records of the 
royal warehouses in China show that vast amounts of these products 
were imported into China. They were considered to be luxury items, 
and taxed accordingly, 10 to 30 percent. 

Maps 

Chinese maps of the East African coast are extremely few, their 
quality less than excellent. The mongols developed a mapping system 
based upon grids. The characters of a location were then placed upon 
the grid , but no effort was made to create a pictorial representaion 
of land masses and relief. The maps do portray gross lake and river 
systems which were important to trade. Walter Fuchs has found a 
most interesting map of Africa which he attributes to the beginning 
of the 14th century (1300). The map shows that the triangular shape 
of Africa was recognized. The Arabic maps of the time 
show the top of Africa pointing eastwards. This according to Fuchs 
does not necessarily show that the Chinese rounded the Cape and thus 
schematized the land, just that they had the correct idea of its 
southward pointing form.21 The center of the continent is shown to 
be a lake. Thi s probably refer s to the lake and river systems of 
the interior of Africa. The name sang-ku-paa is probably Zanzibar 
and appears on the wrong side of Africa. The long river is most 
likely the Nile river. The island di-pa-nu on the east s ide of 
Africa is worth mentioning because it means "eight-slave" island. 
Is it possible that this could be Zanzibar , where Arabs sold slaves 
to t he Chinese ships, and that sang-ku-pa is just an unknow locality? 
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There is another more highly schematized map which dates from 
a later period (around 1550), (see map #1). The map was dedicated 
to Cheng- ho. It was composed by Mao k'un's ( 1511-1601) grandson , 
Mao yuan-yi. This map is a mariner's chart whi'ch marks off the 
distances and takes note of the land all the way to Africa . This 
map has been squeezed out of all proportions, with East Africa in 
the lower right hand corner. China is in the center left hand 
portion of the map. 

The existence of maps only indicates a possible first-hand 
observation. Almost anything can be written in a second-hand 
manner. It does not seem untenable to propose that portions of 
the maps were compiled from empirical observations , and that por
tions were drafted out of the same type of inference which allows 
20th century writers to assume that there existed no direct trade 
from the lOth to 14th centuries. 

Later Expeditions 

Chinese contact with Africa did not stop after the Chu Fan Chi 
was written . Its florescence occurred in the 15th century. In the 
1400's an expedi tion was fitted out under the command of the imperial 
eunuch, Cheng-ho. Cheng-ho was the Mohan•nedan son of Hadji -rna of 
Yunnan. He voyaged to the south and to the west, to publicize the 
virtue of the emperor, as well as to look fo r the emperor's deposed 
nephe1<1 .21 The official records of Cheng-ho' s voyages were destroyed 
by a rival eunuch who had been entrusted to take them to the emperor, 
thus the specifics of Cheng-ho's voyages are conjecture. It is 
widely accepted that Cheng-ho sailed to Aden and Mogadishu in the 
west. From the steles found we know that he led seven expeditions. 
The fifth (1417-1419) visited Aden and Melinda on the African coast. 
His sixth voyage (1421-1422) went to Brawa and Mogadisho on the 
African Coast.22 

Conclusions 

Direct trade between China and East Africa prior to the 19th 
century is at best , poorly documented. There does exist enough 
circumstantial evidence to suggest the possibility of direct Chinese
African trade. There can be no sound explanation for the Peking 
ostriches. Nautical technology was not sufficiently advanced in 
220 A.D. to facilitate trans-oceanic voyages to Africa where the 
two largest species live. By the 11th century, Chinese nautical 
technology had developed sufficiently to accommodate trans-Indian 
Ocean voyages. The lug sail, the steering oar or stern post rudder, 
and the compass had been in use for a minimum of 200 years. The 
technology of sail craft and favorable winds and currents place 
a trans-Indian Ocean voyage well within the realm of possibility . 
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The first t angible accounts of the recognition of East Africa 
were 863 in Yu-Yang Tsa Ts u with an account of Pi-po-la. Fol
lowing this account are several lOth and 11th century accounts 
of East African countries . Most scholars discount these pas
sages as reiteration of second-hand Arab information. In the 
13th century is a major treatise by Chau Ju-kua of the countri es 
and products of the western and southern oceans. Some of t his 
text appears to be founded in earlier works, yet it seems dra
conic to total ly dismiss their value . The earliest Chinese map 
showing Africa dates from the 14t h century. There is no con
tention regarding Cheng-ho's visi t to Africa in +1417 and 1421 
though his records of the trip are not extant. In the 16th 
century a more preci se schematici zed map of the western seas 
was drawn, whi ch must have been based on empirical observat ion. 
Despite t he scarcity of documents , it seems evident that there 
was, i f only in a l imited degree, direct trade with East Africa 
from t he 9th t o the 15th centuries. 
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Chinese Characters 

1 a .Jtt" 
2 aA;5 bltA c.*-Wd.*.:*:e:*qf f.Z. 17 

7 a.~* ~;t/J .A~-. 4;) 
8 a .j.!S c.l.ii'l b.~ flo.~ 
9 a-!"b.~P\1~c.A 'Cl' 

11 a .14 fit, 'r..~ ~~c..~.S.!' 

13 a.fti-Ji'Jtfl bn~~-1{~ C-1~1f fl> d.ip. ~ ... 
14 a.~~t..t. b.{t~ 

17 a.tfJL c.f· -~ e1• 
22 a.~~f:(r.et.!o 

;J... 'lfj~::r.~ 0 

u. ~~~-*- · 
7f JJt .'J. =t, "'i"-<-<. 
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Source: Jou.mal of thlil RoyaZ Asiatic Society of Northem China, Vol. XX, 1885. 
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ILLUSTRATION I 

AN EAST-AFRICAN OSTRICH? 

-- . --- ... - ~... - ......., 

Source: O.H . Bedford, "The Ostrich in China•, The Citina JoUJ'na Z., 
XXIV ( 2 February, 1937) , p. 77. 
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